Match Wits with IZZI®

If you’ve been craving a new kind of game, IZZI® is it! Challenging and beautiful; yet easy to learn!

Just match the 64 IZZI tiles to build a square. The only rule to IZZI: the edges of each touching tile must match—black touches black and white touches white.

Can You See How These Tiles Solve the Challenge?

Play IZZI® by yourself or with friends. Once you start solving IZZI, it’s hard to stop! Fortunately, you won’t have to, because IZZI has almost a zillion solutions, each one absorbing and unique. With IZZI it’s never, ever the same game twice!

How Many Versions of IZZI® Can You Solve?

There are lots of ways to solve IZZI! Try creating one of these patterns next. Warning: The “Border” pattern is the hardest!

“Diamond”
“X”
“Border”

Take the IZZI® Challenge!

After you’ve solved IZZI a few times you’ll want to try more challenging versions of the game!

The example on the left shows how IZZI can be solved with the additional requirement of forming a “Diagonal” across it.